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Abstract
Auto-alignment is a basic technique for high-power laser systems. Special techniques have been developed for laser
systems because of their differing structures. This paper describes a new sensor for auto-alignment in a laser system,
which can also serve as a reference in certain applications. The authors prove that all of the beam transfer information
(position and pointing) can theoretically be monitored and recorded by the sensor. Furthermore, auto-alignment with
a single lens sensor is demonstrated on a simple beam line, and the results indicate that effective auto-alignment is
achieved.
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1. Introduction

In high-power laser systems, such as NOVA, OMEGA,
NIF, and SG-II, an auto-alignment system is very impor-
tant because thousands of mirrors exist in hundreds of
meters of beam lines[1–6]. As high-power laser systems
have developed from the MOPA-based to four-path concept,
auto-alignment systems have been developed to meet the
special requirements as laser systems have become more
complicated. Moreover, the auto-alignment technique is
continually developing as new equipment and tools are
applied[7–15]. The NIF is a typical four-path high-power
laser system, which in its early years used a grating reference
for alignment, and after years of development, a no-grating
scheme has been applied[13, 14].

Auto-alignment processing loops always start with de-
termining the current position and pointing angle of the
beam, which requires a sensor in order to obtain the beam
position displacement and pointing deviation angle from the
reference (some type of mark). Second, the system must
decide how much the mirror should be adjusted by means of
analyzing the image acquired by the sensor. Then, the mirror
is adjusted by driving motors for the corresponding steps,
and the new beam position and pointing angle are verified
by the sensor. This loop will stop when both the beam
position and pointing angle meet the system requirements.
Previous alignment methods typically required two optical
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sensors, one for the beam position and the other for its
pointing angle. In certain situations, considering space
or budget limitations, such as in outer space or vacuum
chambers[16], high temperatures or cryogenic environments,
and high radiation situations, the sensor needs to be very
small or lightweight. We propose a sensor with only one
lens, one plate, and one camera, which improves on the
previous methods by including a type of sensor with one
camera[17]. Because this method is so simple and stable, it
can not only operate as a sensor, but also serve as an effective
reference.

2. Setup of single lens alignment sensor and reference

The single lens alignment sensor is designed on the basis of
the ‘ghost image concept’, and consists of a lens, parallel
plate, and camera (see Figure 1). The normals of the plate
and camera surfaces should be parallel to the lens axis.
When placing the camera on the focal plane of the second-
order ghost image of the input beam led by the plate, the
camera will detect both the beam profile and focal spot in
one image. With a special coat on the plate, the ‘ghost’
is significantly brightened, and the brightness is sufficiently
strong compared to that of the beam profile. In comparison
with the two-sensor auto-alignment method, we refer to the
beam profile image as near-field (or more accurately, quasi-
near-field), and the ghost image as far-field.

Based on the matrix optics theory, we analyze the sensor
operation. The transfer array from the lens to the camera for
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Figure 1. Scheme of the single lens alignment sensor and reference.
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where a1 is the distance from the lens to the plate’s front
surface, a2 is the distance from the camera to the plate’s rear
surface, d is the plate thickness, n is the plate refractivity,
and f is the lens focus length.

Furthermore, the transfer array of the ghost beam should
be 1−
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Because the camera is located at the focal spot of the lens, the
sensor parameters should satisfy the following correlation:

a2 = f − a1 − 3d/n. (3)

In this case, the transfer array should be rewritten as[
2d/ f n f − 2d/n
−1/ f 1

]
, (4)

and [
0 f
−1/ f 1

]
. (5)

These are functions of f , n, d , which means that the plate
position (a1) does not contribute anything to the transfer
array.

Taking the lens center and axis as the alignment reference,
the optics array of the input laser beam should be written as

Ain =

[
rX rY

θX θY

]
, (6)

where rX and rY are horizontal and vertical displacement,
respectively, of the laser beam center on the input surface of
the lens from the lens center, while θX and θY are the azimuth

and altitude deviation, respectively, of the beam pointing
direction from the lens axis. Then, we can determine the
near-field and far-field positions on the camera:{

xFF = f θX

xNF = 2drX/ f n + f θX − 2dθX/n,
(7){

yFF = f θY

yNF = 2drY / f n + f θY − 2dθY /n,
(8)

where (xFF, yFF) is the far-field center on the camera, and
(xNF, yNF) is the near-field center on the camera.

Camera image acquisition provides an image including
both the near-field and far-field, and we can determine the
input beam position and pointing angle from the image as
follows: {

rX = xFF + (xNF − xFF) f n/2d,
θX = xFF/ f,

(9)

and {
rY = yFF + (yNF − yFF) f n/2d,
θY = yFF/ f.

(10)

If the sensor is installed as a reference, the target position can
be described as

Aref =

[
0 0
0 0

]
. (11)

In this case, suppose that the camera sensor center is located
accurately on the lens axis and the surfaces of the plate are
parallel, then the far-field and near-field should be in the
center of the image acquired by the camera. The mirrors are
driven for alignment until the far-field and near-field centers
move to the image center with an acceptable error.

3. Optical parameter analysis in the sensor

In order to perform alignment of a beam path, we need to
know the beam aperture (A), near-field tolerance (maximum
deviation from reference Dc), and position alignment accu-
racy requirement (RNF), while for the pointing angle, we
need to know the far-field tolerance (θc) and pointing angle
alignment accuracy requirement (RFF). The reference and
sensor must meet all of the requirements, which need to
be considered in order to determine the sensor parameters.
When designing the sensor, there are certain basic rules for
laser system beam alignment that should be obeyed.

The correlation between the sensor parameters and the
alignment concerned specifications is analyzed in this sec-
tion. As illustrated in Figure 1 and discussed above, the
sensor parameters include the lens parameters (focal length
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Table 1. Correlation between sensor parameters and alignment concerned specifications.
Item Correlation Symbol implication
Dc D+c ( f − 2d/n)θc < M Rc − 2d A/ f

Dc < D − A
f – focal length of lens
D – diameter of lens; d – thickness of
plate

M – size in pixels of camera
A – beam aperture; Dc – near-field tolerance (max
deviation from reference)

RNF f Rc/(2d D A) n – refractive index
θc Dc + ( f − 2d/n)θc < M Rc − 2d D/ f r1 – reflectivity at front side of plate RNF – position alignment accuracy

θc – far-field tolerance (max deviation from reference)
RFF Rc/ f. r2 – reflectivity at rear side of plate
Contrast r1r2[d A2/(1.22λ f 2)]2 = 1–20∗ λ – wavelength of laser beam RFF – pointing angle alignment accuracy

Rc – pixel size of camera

*Note: vertical stability of the mirrors is not as good as in the horizontal direction; during all the processes, the motors are never driven for vertical adjustment.

f and diameter D), plate parameters (thickness d , refractive
index n, and reflectivity at front side r1 and rear side r2)
and camera parameters (pixel size Rc and sensor size M).
Most of the time, optical systems are designed with axial
symmetry; therefore, we simply discuss one dimension.

The near-field size on the camera is

DNF = 2d A/ f. (12)

By using the ideal divergence angle of the laser beam, the
far-field spot size on the camera is

DFF = 2.44 f λ/A. (13)

Considering the worst situation, the position and pointing
angle limits add up at the same side of the lens axis, so the
camera’s minimal size should be

Mmin = Dc + ( f − 2d/n)θc + DNF. (14)

In order to distinguish the far-field from near-field image, the
far-field brightness should be 1 to 20 times that of the near-
field. In most cases, as a result of optical system aberration,
far-field brightness cannot be ideal; therefore, we estimate
the focal spot size as DFF. Based on the analysis, we get the
correlation between the sensor parameters and the alignment
concerned specifications, as is shown in Table 1.

4. Beam alignment with single lens sensor

4.1. Experimental setup

As illustrated in Figure 2, a fiber output laser source
@1053 nm is connected to a collimator, and the beam is
expanded to ∼ϕ 100 mm. We use a serrated aperture to
select a 33.4-mm diameter beam (calibrated at the lens
front surface) for alignment (see Figure 3). The mirrors
for alignment are 88 mm × 120 mm in size, operating at
45◦. The sensor includes a lens ( f = 954 mm@1053 nm,
D = 100 mm), two pieces of plates (working together as

Figure 2. Experimental setup using sensor for alignment.

Figure 3. Laser beam profile for alignment.

one plate, using the plate 1 rear surface with a coating of
reflectivity r1 = 10% and front surface of plate 2 with
a coating of reflectivity r2 = 10%, n = 1, because the
ghost is reflected between air gaps) and a camera (Rc =

8.3 µm/pixel, size 782 pixel × 582 pixel).
The optics are roughly adjusted, as shown in Figure 2, and

then the lens, plates and camera are adjusted, as described
in Section 1. In the experiment, the single plate is replaced
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Figure 4. Near-field plus far-field alignment image captured by the sensor.

by two plates, simply because such a single plate with two
sides of 10% coating is not often used in our laboratory,
and needs to be processed specially for a certain designed
alignment system, as described in Section 2. The alignment
image captured by the sensor after adjustment is shown in
Figure 4.

4.2. Response function of alignment system

In order to prepare for the alignment task, the sensor will
‘teach’ the alignment mirrors how to carry out alignment
work, or determine the response function of the alignment
system:

NX

NY

FX

FY



=


rN X M1X rN X M1Y rN X M2X rN X M2Y

rNY M1X rNY M1Y rNY M2X rNY M2Y

rF X M1X rF X M1Y rF X M2X rF X M2Y

rFY M1X rFY M1Y rFY M2X rFY M2Y




M1X

M1Y

M2X

M2Y

 ,
(15)

where NX (NY ) is the near-field displacement on the camera
(in pixels) in the horizontal (vertical) direction caused by
mirror 1 and mirror 2 adjustment (counted in steps), while
FX (FY ) is the far-field displacement. Furthermore, M1X
(M1Y ) represents the adjustment steps of mirror 1 in the
horizontal (vertical) direction, while M2X (M2Y ) is the
mirror 2 adjustment steps. When the mirror mount is
designed to be orthogonal, Equation (15) can be


NX

NY

FX

FY



=


rN X M1X 0 rN X M2X 0

0 rNY M1Y 0 rNY M2Y

rF X M1X 0 rF X M2X 0
0 rFY M1Y 0 rFY M2Y




M1X

M1Y

M2X

M2Y

 .
(16)

In order to demonstrate the alignment loop by means of
one-dimensional alignment, the horizontal direction or x-
direction response function can be written as[

NX

FX

]
=

[
rN X M1X rN X M2X

rF X M1X rF X M2X

] [
M1X

M2X

]
. (17)

In order to determine the response array of the alignment
system, we can check each array element by adjusting one
by one the dimensions of each mirror (see Figure 5). Taking
rN X M1X and rF X M1X as an example, first, we record an
alignment image at the starting position, before the motor
drives mirror 1 in the horizontal direction. Second, we drive
mirror 1 in the horizontal direction by a certain number
of steps each time (for example, 20 steps) and record the
corresponding alignment image until sufficient images are
obtained. Finally, we determine the center of the near-
field and far-field for each image, and find the relationship
(rN X M1X and rF X M1X ) between the mirror 1 adjustment
steps and the near-field and far-field center positions (in
pixels).

With each element of the response array, taking the av-
erage of different adjustment directions, we obtain the re-
sponse function for the horizontal direction as follows:[

NX

FX

]
=

[
−1.137 1.087
−1.157 1.125

] [
M1X

M2X

]
, (18)

where NX and NY are described in pixels, and M1X and M2X
are described in steps.

After determining the response array, we can establish how
to drive the mirrors when we obtain an alignment image
(near-field and far-field center displacement from reference)
by the sensor.

4.3. Performance of sensor

As the mirror mount experiences a motor empty back prob-
lem vertically, while working effectively in the horizontal
direction, which is not the most important issue, we simply
carry out horizontal alignment to test the sensor’s perfor-
mance.
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Figure 5. Near-field and far-field center changes as mirror is adjusted in different horizontal directions (x + /x−).

Figure 6. (a) Initial alignment image; (b) alignment image after first alignment process; (c) alignment image after second alignment process.

First, the image records the initial beam position of the
beam (Figure 6(a)), and calculates the offset of the near-field
center (232.8 pixels) and far-field center (246.1 pixels) from
the reference (we take the camera center as the reference).
According to Equation (18), the motor steps should be driven

by −247 steps for mirror 1 and −473 steps for mirror 2 in
the horizontal direction. However, we simply adjust three-
quarter steps of these, namely −185 and −355 steps, for the
purpose of reducing the out-of-step error, and then record
the new position (Figure 6(b): 64.7 pixels for near-field
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and 67.6 pixels for far-field). Second, we calculate all of
the remaining steps in the same manner, namely −32 steps
for mirror 1 and −93 steps for mirror 2 in the horizontal
direction. Following alignment image acquisition, we verify
the result, which is only 1.9 pixels for near-field and 2.0
pixels for far-field deviation from the reference (Figure 6(c)).

The alignment accuracy is determined by both the con-
trolling accuracy of the mirror mounts and sensor sensitivity.
In the example discussed above, the mirror mount calibrated
response is almost 1 pixel per step, which means that the
controlling accuracy cannot be better than 1 pixel. Fur-
thermore, the sensor cannot be better than 1 pixel, which is
equal to 8.3 µm/954 mm = 8.7 µrad for the pointing angle
alignment, and 8.3 µm/1.7 mm = 0.5% or 0.16 mm for the
33.4 mm diameter beam for beam position alignment.

5. Conclusion

A single lens alignment sensor is designed on the basis
of the ‘ghost image concept’. The working principle and
performance analysis are demonstrated based on the theory
of matrix optics. The design rules and alignment processing
are defined, and an alignment example is carried out in
order to demonstrate how the sensor works. The test results
indicate that the sensor can operate effectively in the beam
alignment process. The experimentally designed sensor
performance is stable and can meet the alignment accuracy
with approximately 0.5% for the position and 17.4 µrad
for the pointing angle. Adjusting the focal length, plate
thickness, and camera type can meet improved accuracy
requirements.
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